
ShopAirFilter
Whether rípping at the table saw or finish sanding, airborne dust is a nuisance every woodworker
has to dealwith. Here is an inexpensive solutíon that will clear the air in your shop
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t doesn't take too rnuch sawing or
sanding to kick up a lot of dust. And a

shop full of airborne dust is not a
good place to work.

nln nlren. There is a way to get rid of
airborne dust. Professional shops often
have a separate filter unit that will
remove potentially harrnful shop dust
from the air. Unfortunately, these units
aren't cheap. So I designed a healy-duty
Shop Air Filter that uses three furnace
filters to clean the air. There are two pre-
filters at the intake end of the unit and
one at the exhaust end.

By the time the air passes through
the last Íilter, there's not much dust left
to trap. The results are dusty furnace
filters and cleaner air.

'lo make the unit even more effi-
cient, I used pleated furnace filters
instead of the standard fibergiass mesh
furnace filters. These filters are com-

monly available ancl only cost a
couple dollars morc. (lior more
information on the variety oí
lilters available, see the Shop
Info article on page 92.)

Changing the filters is easy
too. To get at them, the bottorn
of the case isn't permanently
attached. I usecl tongue and groove
joinery, so il slides open in either direc-
tion, and the filters simply drop down
(see inset photo).

BtowER. To circulate the air through
the shop, I used a squirrel cage blower
with an enclosed motor. This blower is
easily the most expensive part of this
project. But it's a workhorse that's
worth every penny. It'lI circulate the air
in a 250 sq. ft. shop in about 5 minutes.
(A used blower from your local heating
and air conditioning contractor could be
used as an inexpensive alternative.)

CASE. The filters and the blower are
housed in a sirnple, open-ended case.

For the wood, I used just three board
feet of hardwood and a little over half a
sheet of %rr-thick pll'wood.

SMATL AREA SHOP FILTER. Since
many woodworkers don't have large
workshops, I\n also including plans for
a small air Íiltering system.

Instead of a heavy-duff squirrel cage
blower to move the air, this air filter
uses two bathroom exhaust fans. For
more on this unit, see the Wood-
worker's Notebook on page 98.
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EXPLODEDVIEW

OVERALL DIMENSIONS:

251 lzW x 313 | o,D x 1  e/rsï

FIXED PANEL

TOP/BOTTOM
CTEAT

3yr, 1ULL---,--,///

5QUIRREL
CAGE BLOWER

MOUNTING
PLATE

NOTE:
FILTER CASE lS 7a'PLYWOOD.

FRAME CLEATS ARE HARDWOOD

SLIDING PANEL

CUTTING DIAGRAM
3/q x3lz - 36 (.9 Bd. Ft.)

SIDE CLEAT )
/
I/

,/
?LEATED 

-'/FURNACE FILTER /
(12" x24" x1")

WOOD
A Fixed Panel (1) 3/+p)y -2431tx313/+
B Sliding Panel (1) 3/;ply - 21t1/16x313/a

C Sides (2) 3/:ply - 131/2x313/a

D Top/Btm. Cleats (12) '/!x./:-24E Side Cleats (12) 3/:x'/:- 10 /z
F lr,4ounting Plate (1) 3/4ply - 12x24

HARDWARE SUPPLIES
(1) Squirrel cage blower
(3) 12" x24" x 1 " pleated furnace filters
(62) No. B x 11/q" Fh woodscrews
(12) No. 8 x 13/a" Fh woodscrews
(1 0) No. B x21/2" Fh woodscrews
(5) No. 10x7s" Phscrews
(5) No. l0flatwashers
(2) 31/2' pulls w/ screws

7q" PLYWOOD - 48 x 96

3/qx3Yz- 36 (.9 Bd. Ft.)

3/ax3tz- 36 (.9 Bd. Ft.)

$í"'i*r Áán fti_: tfi



To build the Shop Air Filter, I started
with the case. The case is made up of
four pieces: a fixed panel (A), a sliding
panel (B), and two sides (C) (Fig. 1).
The size of the case really depends on
the size of the furnace filters you use. I
used 12rr x 24rrpleated furnace filters.

But I found that my furnace filters
weren't exactly 72tt x24tt.They're a little
smaller. So before cutting the case parts
to size, measure the filters you intend to
use. Then make the case opening 1/srl

larger in width and height. This way the
filters will fit well.

Also, to help the sliding panel open
and close easily, it's %0" narrower than
the fixed panel(Fig.1).

LocKlNG RABBET. To hold the filter
case together, I used a locking rabbet
joint (Fí9.2a). Alocking rabbet provides
an air-tight seal between the sides and
the fixed panel. It also has another advan-
tage - allowing the sliding panel to open
and close without any special hardware.

ASSEMBLY. When both the tongues
and the grooves have been cut in the case
pieces, the filter case can be glued up
(Fíg. 2). The easiest way to do this is to
build it upside down. (Set the sliding
panel aside for now)

To position the furnace filters and blower
inside, I added simple frame cleats (D, E)
(FiS. D, These cleats are %r'-square
strips of hardwood that are screwed to
the inside df the case to form a frame.

The cleats must end up flush with
the grooves in the sides (Fí9.4a).'lhis
ensures a tight seal between the cleats
and the sliding panel. This is especially
important since the sliding panel isn't
glued in place.

Note: Most of the cleats are screwed
to the casewith 1%rrwoodscrews (Fig./).
But the last cleats are screwed into the
end grain ofthe side cleats, so here I used
1%rr woodscrews for extra strength.

FILTER FRAMES. The air filter requires
five sets of frame cleats to hold the fil-
ters (Fig.3). Three sets sandwich the
two intake filters, and two sandwich
the exhaust filter.

To allow for the filters, space the
frame cleats lrrapart (Fig.3). Experi-
ment with the spacing here. If the filters
are too tight, they're hard to change
because they tend to catch on the cleats.
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SLIDING
PANEL

NOTE: CASE lS SIZED
FOR 12" x 24"

FURNACE FILTERS

7
NOTE: FILTER
CASE IS MADE

FROM 3/a' PLWVOOD
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UPSIDE DOWN.
DO NOÏ GLUE
SLIDING PANEL TO SIDES

SIDE -o
END VIEW

FIXED
PANEL

(Ta"PLYWOOD)
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FIXED
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a. FoR A TTGHT sEAL,
CLEAT MUST BE FLUSH

-]//ITH GROOVES IN SIDES

-ALLOW 1'. 
BETWEEN

FRAME CLEATS
FOR FILTERS

MOUNTING THE BLOWER. There's
one last set of cleats that form a frame
near the center of the case (Fig. .l).This
frame supports the blower. But I
couldn't screw the blower directly to
the frame. Instead, I made a mounting
plate (F) outof plywood(Ftg.5).

To make the mounting plate, firstcut a
piece of pl1'wood to fit inside the case.
Then cut an opening in the plate to match
the exhaust port on the blower (Fil. :t).

Screw the blower to the mounting
plate first (Fig. 6). Then screw the plate
to the center cleats.

FITTING THE PANEL. The last step is to
install the sliding panel (Fig. z). This
panel already has tongues that fit the
grooves in the case sides. If the fit is
tight, sand the tongues until they slide
smoothly ( F í9. ia). Alittle wax will help.

Finally, I attached pulls near the ends
of the sliding panel (Fig. 7). They give
you something to grab onto when sliding
the panel open to change the filters.

This filter unit should be located so all
the dust is drawn into the intake filters
(Fíg. 8). You don't want it centered
directly over a dust-producing machine
like a table saw or sanding table. The
reason is sirnple. You don't want to blow
dusty air around, just clean air.

CEILING-MOUNTED. To suspend it
from the ceiling, all you will need to do
is screw it to the ceiling joists.

But be careful. This filter unit isn't
light. So before you attempt to mount it,
locate and drill the mounting holes first.
Then be sure to get pleng of help when
lifting the filter into position.

And if your ceiling is low (as in a base-
rnent), consider mounting it on a wall, as

shown in the photo below. r*

For the most versatility, the aír filter can
be mounted to the ceiling or to a wall
(as shown in the photo above). Either
way it's highly efficient.

MOUNTING PLATE
(3/q' PLYWOOD - 12" x24")

CUT OPENING IN

TO MATCH NOTE:
EXHAUST PORT SIZE MOUNTING PLATE
OF BLOWER TO FIT INTO CASE

MOUNTING NOTE:

-PLATE 
MOUNÏ BLOWER TO

IO FRAME CLEAT

#10 FLAT WASHER
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Thís inexpensive filter is the perfect síze for a small shop. lt also works great in larger shops for
fíltering the air around a table saw or a stationary sander.

While this filter isn't really big
enough for a large shop, it's perfect
for filtering the air around one or two
dust-producing tools like a table saw
or a stationary sander.
, Instead of using three furnace filters
like the Shop Air Filter, this Small
fuea Shop Filter uses only one. And to
circulate the air around the shop, it
uses two bathroom exhaust fans
instead of a healy-duty blower. These
inexpensive fans are readily available
at home centers.

Note: Before starting, it's best to
have the exhaustfans on hand. Sizes can
vary and itwould be a shame to build the
unit only to find that the parts that you've
purchased aren't the right size.
: Another consideration is the size of
the furnace filter used. I decided on a
16rr x 20rr filter. Then I sized the case to
hold a single filter that slides into
grooves in the sides and becomes the
bottom ofthe case.

Note: Here again, I used a pleated
furnace filter - not your typical fiber-
glass mesh filter (refer to the Shop Info
article on page 92). Also, the filters
won't be exactly 16rr x 20rr. They'll be
slightly smaller. So measure your filter
and build the case to fit around it.

To build the small air filter, start by
cutting the case sides (A) to finished
size from 3Á'r-thick ply'r,vood (Fig. 1).
(The length of the sides should match
the length of the filter.)
. Next, cut a %rr-deep groove in each
side to hold the turnace filter (Fig. 2).

After the grooves have been cut, the
next step is to add the ends (B). But the
ends aren't the same width as the sides.
They're cut so they end up flush with the
top of the groove in each side (Fig. 2).
This way, the filter will slide in easily but
will still keep a tight seal.

Note: The length of the ends
depends on the actual size of the filter.
They should equal the actual width of
the filter minus %'r.
': Now, the sides and the ends can be

glued and screwed together (Fig. J).
,, The next step is to add the top (C)
(Fig. J). It's cut to cover the case
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ALL PARTS ARE
3/'' PLYWOOD

BATHROOM
EXHAUST FAN

TOP
(161/2" x20")

END
(4h" x 1s")

PLEATED
FURNACE FILTER
(16" x 20" x 1 ")

ACTUAL SIZES WILL VARY

WOOD
A Sides (2)

B Ends (2)

C Top (1)

3/+ ply - 51/z x 20
3/e ply - 41/e x 15
3/e ply - 161/z x 20

D AlrÍlow Deflectors(2)% ply -53/+x181/z

HARDWARE SUPPLIES
(2) Bathroom exhaust Íans
(1) 16" x 20" x 1 " furnace Íilter

(8) No. I x2" Fh woodscrews
(12) No. B x 11h" Fh woodscrews
(12) No. B x 11/2" Fh woodscrews
(1 tube) Siliconized latex caulk
(2) No B hex head sheet-metal screws
(2) 3"-dia metal duct, 24" long
(4) Celling hooks
(1 ) 48' -1ong chain (cut into four pieces)
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assembly and then is glued and screwed
in place. (Mine was 15t1211 x20t1 .)

Norv cut fivcr square openings in the
top piece for the intake ports on the fans
(Fig.,l). Make them %r' smaller in both
directions. But don't attach the exhaust
fans quite yet. There are a couple of
things to dr-r first.

To make the airflowmore efÍicient. add
two deflectors (D) to help direct the air
into the fans (FiUs. I cttr.cl. 5).

\\rire the exhaust fans now, because
it's much harder to do this arter they've
been attached to the case. Ifyou're not
comfortable doing this yourself, hire a
qualified electrician.

Now all that's left is to attach the fans.
To do this, I didn't glue or screw them in
p1ace. Instead, I used siliconized latex
caulking to create an air-tight seal
(Fí91. {i). (l found out the hard way that
regular silicone caulking won't adhere to
the plastic bodies on the exhaust fans.)

After the cauik is dry, you need to do
something about the exhaust ports on
the fans. These fans are powerful -they push the filtered air away with
such force that they disturb the air
below the filter. This means a lot of
dusty air floating around that never gets
pulled through the filter.

The solution is to add a 24rr length of
3r'-dia. duct to extend the exhaust ports
away fron the unit (Fig. 7). (This way
the dusty air hangs beneath the unit until
it can be drawn up through the filter.)

The last step is to hang the filter unit.
But you can't just screw the unit in place
to the ceiling joists 

- the exhaust fans
are in the way. So the unit has to be sus-
pended from the ceiiing. To do this, I
used four ceiling hooks and some short
lengths of chain (Fig. i).

Since the fans draw the air straight up
through the filter, it's best to suspend it
directiy above an area, like a table saw
or sanding station, where a lot of your
shop dust is created.

Grooves. The grooves allow you to easrly

slide the filter in and out, but they're posr-

toned to provide an airtrght seal.
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NOTE:
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FURNACE FILTER

NOTE:
SCREW
DEFLECTOR5
IN PLACE
WITH
#8 x 1lz"
Fh WOOD-
SCREWS

AIRFLOW
DEFLECTOR

SECOND:
ATTACH FANS

WITH SILICONIZED LATEX CAULKING

SCREW
METAL DUCT

IN PLACE

Y
?

CEILING HOOK5
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